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The world is falling apart 

Terrorists are bombing 

Earthquakes are destroying 

Tsunamis are covering 

Racism is spreading heat over hearts like a broken wildfire  

Terrorism is spreading ice over bodies like snowflakes take over fingertips  

and everybody keeps screaming “kill them all”  

 

Terror spreads like a plague in the heart of those affected 

and hatred grows in the eyes of the observer 

War strikes upon War  

and we discuss the need of World War III 

As if its no hidden concept 

or a necessary evil 

 

I hear talk as if people, individuals, know the way to solve the world 

to fix the world 

"to kill millions more" 

to choose fire against fire 

 

The problem with adding fire to a fire 

is the fire grows 

and more terror is plagued in the hearts of the innocent 

and more hatred grows in the eyes of the observers  

and then more fire is added 

its an evil circle 

a ring of fire 

a ring of hatred 

a ring of dead bodies circulating the earth 

humanity dead on the ground 

as I watch the men who killed them  

walk over the bodies  

as if it is the floor 

and I ask for no more 

but the screams keep ringing in my ears 

and the blood of the innocent  

is on my hands 

and I can’t get the red away 

 

No matter how many sit ins I plan 

No matter how many protests I attend 

No matter how much I lose my voice 

No matter how much I try 

and break 



and cry 

and think 

and wonder 

and fight 

and run 

There are still hundreds of thousand dead 

 

We live in a world  

In a world 

Where we grew up with war.  

We’re numb to it 

Used to it 

Death upon death upon nothing 

Numb 

No feeling 

Surrounded by hate 

And they still ask us why we cry.  

 

The world is turning apart 

and I’m losing my heart  

to the fear 

and I’m sad 

I’m so sad 

because so many are dead 

and so many are fighting 

and people keep wanting to kill 

and nobody seems to be calm 

and nobody wants to love 

and the world is turning and turning and turning 

but not the right way 

it’s backwards 

and upside down 

its confused and it’s broken 

and a war is afoot 

and I will be the generation that has to deal with it. 

 

Blood upon blood upon spillage upon split throats.  

Death upon brother 

Upon sister 

He dies 

She dies 

We march  

The world turns.  

Nothings happens  

Nothing changes 

We march 



We yell 

We retreat 

We forget 

 

Numb to the screams 

Numb to the deaths 

Numb to the blood 

 

Staining 

Staining 

Spilling 

Staining   

 

The world is stained in red 

and the blue is turning black 

and the hearts are being ripped out 

but there’s nothing else to expect 

because the world is slowly wilting 

and dying 

and destroying 

because that is what happens 

When the World Turns the Wrong Way.  

 
 
 

 
 

 


